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1) Trigger Drill: Shuffle Feet Passing (3/3) 

Not Diagrammed 
 

2) 3v0 Russian Any Pass Re-Group/Goalie Warm-Up (7/10) 
Coaches make sure that the players are split into equal groups at each end. Players 
should alternate through the three lines at their end. 3v0 pass to any player with 
passing player following pass, players re-group by passing to first player in any of the 
opposite lines to re-group and pass 3v0 in the other direction …Continuous. 
Players should pass hard and support to the puck, never turning back to the play. 
 

Variation 1: For last 3 minutes, same as above with two pucks 

 

 

3) Peric Tight Turn (7/17) 

Players skate out from diagonal lines to red line, receive pass from opposite 
line & one touches puck back, tight turn to the inside, receives pass his 
original line, one touches back, tight turn to the inside, receives pass from 
opposite line and transition skates (forward to backward to forward) through 
tires (barrels) to shoot on net. Continuous with players alternating from 
opposite diagonal lines 
*Have shooter stop in front for reasonable rebound* 

 

4.1) Over-Speed Training with Pucks (5/22) 

One Sprint per minute with next player starting when the player in 
front of him touches the inside of the center-ice face-off circle. 
Separate the players into two equal groups as diagrammed. On the whistle, 
players explode out of the line, crossing over with both feet crossing inside 
the end zone face-off circle then inside the center ice face-off circle as 
diagrammed. Players need to keep their feet moving and shoot in stride at 
top speed. Players stay on their end of the ice, switching sides after each 
rep in order to make sure players are going in each direction. 

 

4.2) Over-Speed Training with Pucks (5/27) 

One Sprint per minute with next player starting when the player in 
front of him touches the inside of the center-ice face-off circle. 
Separate the players into two equal groups as diagrammed. On the whistle, 
players start backward with the puck exploding out of the line skating 
backward around the end zone dot transitioning to forward skating crossing 
over two cross-overs to the left, two crossovers to the right repeating until 
the far blue line, pass the puck to coach, skate around the tire driving to net 
with stick on the ice to direct a hard pass from the coach to the net for a 
shot. Players should stay on the same side of the ice, switching ends after 
each rep in order to make sure players are going in each direction. 
 

 

5) Indirect 2v0 with Middle Lane Drive(8/35) 

Players in 2 lines as diagrammed but example only shows drill going in one 
direction. Pucks are scattered below goal line. O starts with a puck & shoots 
on net while O1 enters the zone dot lane high (Def. Zone Entry) & O2 skates 
around middle circle as diagrammed. After shot, O picks up loose puck 
below the goal line & takes the ice inside the dot, while O1 times the play to 
receive BO pass high & accelerates out of zone to give indirect pass to O2 
who must time play to receive pass while staying onside behind the 
simulated defenseman. O2 drives wide while O1 goes Middle Lane Drive 
hard to the net. Drill is continuous. All Players return to middle circle 
lines…continuous 
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6) Two Stations @ 9 minutes (18/53) 

 

6.1) - Power Skating Technique  

 

6.2) - Goal Scoring 

 

 

7) Two Stations @ 9 minutes (18/71) 

 

7.1) - Power Skating Technique  

 

7.2) – 2v2 Double Net Support 

Coach spots puck in the end zone with players competing 2v2. Each team 
has one support player on their offensive side of the ice. The support 
player can skate & support anywhere he wants to help create 3v2 offense 
but cannot skate into his defensive side. The defenders cannot cover the 
support player but the support player cannot shoot (must act as a 
playmaker) Coaches should encourage give & go offense, lots of 
movement, lots of passing. 30-40 second shifts 

 

8) Two Stations @ 9 minutes (18/89) 

 

8.1 - Power Skating Technique  

 

8.2 – Goalie Drills with Coach Husted 

 

 

4) 3v3 NZ Game (10/99) 

Move nets to the both blue lines.  X’s on one end and the O’s are at the 
other.  On whistle, three players from each line come out and play 3v3 in 
the NZ.  Focus on man on man coverage and sticks in passing lanes, 
heels to net if on defense.  If puck goes over blue line or goal is scored, 
coach will give puck to his team.  30 seconds per shift. 
 

 

 10) Free Time (11/110) 

 


